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As I write this, spring has descended upon us 
as if it never left.  The election cacophony 
continues as a semi-permanent backdrop, and 
I don’t know about yours but my social media is dominated by 
internecine fighting.  Amidst the noise, members of the sex and 
gender section are everywhere, stepping up to point out injustices, 
clarify the issues, weigh-in with crucial analysis. Our members write 
about everything from stopping violence against transgender people, 
to anti-abortion legislation, to emotional intimacy in the classroom, 
to black-white differences in retirement wealth.  We’re in the news 
about kids of working moms, feminist millenials, incarcerated men 
and women, and many other groups.  We are still the largest ASA 
section, to be sure, but more important, we are an energetic, 
reflective, and extremely productive group, fervently concerned with 
equity, care and justice.  

I thought I would devote a bit of this message to describing the 
goings on behind the scenes of the sex and gender section, along the 
way giving you a glimpse of the commitment and dynamism at the 
heart of our section.  In the past month, some of our 
accomplishments include: 
 Agreeing upon an outstanding site for our ASA reception 
(cosponsored again this year with the Race Gender and Class 
section) a site that combines terrific food, convenient location and 
great ambience with a social justice mission. Thanks to our terrific 
reception committee volunteers (Jennifer Utrata, Judith Howard, 
Sarah Diefendorf and Angela Bruns) for helping to find it! 

 Sorting out the panels for seven ASA sessions (which will be 
revealed in the next newsletter) featuring diverse and excellent work 
all around, including an outstanding session weighing the impact of 
sex and gender scholarship upon other sociological subfields and 
featuring intriguing scholars from across the discipline.  (Thanks to 
session organizers Orit Avishai, Amy Best, Jessica Fields, Michela 
Musto, Nancy Naples, Eileen Otis, Leslie Salzinger, Elena Shih, and 
Holly Wood) 
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 Organizing 50 papers into roundtables, and in what has to be some sort of a record, 
finding volunteers to preside over them less than 2½ hours after a call went out over the 
listserv.  (Thanks to the rapid-fire response from the volunteers and to Deniz Yucel for 
organizing) 

 Debating/discussing our position on an issue that the ASA Council is now considering, 
at our request, about the ASA’s policy regarding job bank advertisements from 
institutions that discriminate.  (Thanks to the section council for their careful reflection; 
thanks to an alert member for raising the issue) 

 Planning and executing a membership survey to ascertain how to strengthen ties, build 
awareness and help new members (Thanks to the membership committee: Catherine 
Bolzendahl, Jaime Hartless, Danielle Hidalgo, Pamela Neumann, Brian Sweeney, Kara 
Takasaki) 

 Reading and deliberating about many nominations for our four awards (Thanks to the 
award committee chairs and their members).  

 Arranging for candidates for section election to put in their biographical info and 
otherwise get ready for the ballot (Thanks to Jessica Fields and the nominations 
committee) 

 Managing and updating the section’s listserv notices, website and social media presence 
(Thanks to Jen Carter and Tristan Bridges) 

 Drafting lists of faculty mentors to contact for this year’s mentoring program (Thanks to 
Michela Musto and Kiera Duckworth) 

 And finally, preparing this newsletter (Thanks to Alicia Smith-Tran) 
 

And that is just in the past month!  Our size and the energy of our members combine to 
generate a lot of activity, all towards making a powerful section that works to advance the 
intellectual and political contributions of sex and gender scholarship.    
 

Allison Pugh 
Associate Professor 

University of Virginia 
@allison_pugh  
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By Kristen Barber 

 
In this issue, we feature an essay by Kristen Barber (Southern Illinois University, 
Carbondale) about her research on the men’s grooming industry for her forthcoming 
book, Styling Masculinity. Barber is an elected member of the Sex and Gender Sally 
Hacker Award committee and is running for section council member. 
 
“What could be done to improve my 
experience? Maybe if the women were 
topless!” Paul, a middle-aged client of The 
Executive, answered one of my survey 
questions aloud. He looked at me and 
grinned, adding, “Just kidding.” I felt 
embarrassed for the women working within 
earshot, and I noticed that nobody 
admonished him for making such an 
inappropriate comment. But why would 
they? The women are in the business of 
making men feel comfortable in the salon. . . . 
Challenging Paul would mean challenging 
his identity as a masculine sexual subject, 
and the last thing management wants is for 
men to not feel masculine. . . . In a space 
designed to cater to men’s presumed 
heterosexual desires, such remarks are 
neither out of context nor out of the ordinary. 

Clients use the women to frame their 
salon visits as heterosexually motivated and 
to pitch the salons to other men. Online 
reviewers tell their friends that men’s salons 
have “hot girls” in addition to providing 
stylish haircuts, men’s magazines, and flat 
screen televisions. Finn, a thirty-two-year-
old client of The Executive, noted that men 
emphasize their heterosexuality to avoid 
coming under suspicion of being gay. “If you 
tell your friends where you get your hair cut 
. . . they assume it’s a little bit sideways or 
maybe you lean that way.” Highlighting 
women’s presence eases men’s homophobic 
insecurities . . . One online reviewer 
explained that men’s salons are “basically the 
same as Supercuts. That is if you substitute 
the portly elderly woman for attractive 
women, and substitute the waiting room’s 
crappy fashion magazines for a beer, snacks, 
video games, and substitute the barely 
serviceable haircut for a great haircut.” In 
other words, men’s salons like Adonis and 
The Executive are nothing like Supercuts, 
neither in terms of gender nor class. This 

depiction of Supercuts as a place lacking 
amenities and where old, overweight women 
deliver clients poor haircuts reinforces 
stereotypes of chain salons as inadequate 
places for the pursuit of style, overlooks 
variations in clients’ experiences at these 
places, and couches men’s salon experiences 
in terms of women’s heterosexual appeal. 
Classed gender differences in Supercuts are 
represented instead as sexual differences, 
whereby sexy young women signify a high-
end aesthetic and thus mark men’s salons as 
places for middle- and upper-middle-class 
straight guys. 

 
From courtiers 
and dandies to 
stylish zoot 
suiters and 
brand-obsessed 
metrosexuals, 
men have long 
relied on fashion 
and grooming to 
establish their 
social locations 
and 
relationships 
with others. It is 
only recently, 
however, that 

men have had access to a plethora of beauty 
products and services created for and 
advertised specifically to them. They are 
marketed masculinities back to them in novel 
ways and there is a growing economic and 
cultural emphasis on cultivating a masculine 
appearance by purchasing the right clothes 
and the right cosmetic products. Yet as my 
research for Styling Masculinity reveals, even 
as the beauty industry encourages men to 
invest more in their appearance, it still relies 
on women to do much of the work. 

In Styling Masculinity, I investigate how 

Book Essay:     
Styling Masculinity 
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men’s beauty salons have persuaded their 
clientele to regard them as masculine spaces 
and why men’s contemporary relationship to 
consumption and grooming is also a story 
about women. I went inside Adonis and The 
Executive, two high-service men’s salons in 
Southern California, showing that women 
cosmetologists, barbers, nail technicians, 
estheticians, massage therapists, and even 
salon receptionists support commercial 
beauty consumption as it becomes a 
masculinizing practice. Marketing research 
captures large economic shifts, but I focus 
this book on how beauty gets translated and 
exchanged within face-to-face interactions 
and what these interactions mean for the 
male client and the female worker. 
Conducting detailed observations and 
extensive interviews with both clients and 
employees, I show how women salon workers 
not only perform the physical labor of 
snipping, tweezing, waxing, and exfoliating, 
but also perform the emotional labor of 
pampering their clients and pumping up their 
masculine egos. These women deploy 
feelings, touch, and appearance as 
institutionalized strategies to create a classed 
and heterosexualized space for men’s status 
enhancing practices and to help them 
navigate the gendered and sexualized 
constraints of their occupation. This data 
emphasizes the ways consumption and labor 
collide and reveal how people forge identities 
and negotiate social relationships when new 
populations are folded into market activities. 

As I designed the research that 
culminated in this book, I wanted to know 
how working with male clients influences the 
occupational responsibilities, satisfaction, 
and identities of a largely female workforce of 
beauty providers. I asked: How does gender 
impact the interactions between women 
beauty workers and their male clients? What 
is the role of class, sexuality, and race in 
spaces dedicated to men’s grooming, and how 
do these structures inform client privileges 
and worker obligations? What do women like 
about working in these places and working 
with and on the bodies of men? What would 

they change? And how do corporations sell 
beauty to men in the first place? 

I bring together the sociology of 
consumption with the sociology of service 
work to show that as employees are 
increasingly incorporated into the 
commercial environment, their 
responsibilities shift to support 
organizational branding goals and consumer 
experiences. As such, this book is a study in 
the sociology of bodies, emotions, spaces, and 
symbolic constructions of sameness and 
difference; and drawing from feminist 
theories in these areas and responding to 
scholarly calls to look intersectionally and to 
link micro-analyses to larger structures, I add 
to and revise current insights from the 
gender, work, and consumption literatures. 

The space of these men’s salons, including 
architectural details, décor, and amenities, 
reflect organizational efforts to masculinize 
beauty; but the burden of supporting this 
consumer market rests largely on the 
shoulders of women beauty workers. By 
letting salon employees tell their own stories, 
I not only documents occasions when these 
workers are objectified and demeaned, but 
also explore how their jobs allow for creativity 
and confer a degree of professional dignity. In 
the process, I trace the vast network of 
economic and social relations that undergird 
the burgeoning male beauty industry. 

 
Kristen Barber 
(Ph.D., University of 
Southern California) 
is an Assistant 
Professor of 
Sociology and 

Faculty Affiliate in the Women, Gender, and 
Sexualities Studies Department at Southern 
Illinois University, Carbondale. Her book, 
Styling Masculinity: Gender, Class, and 
Inequality in the Men’s Grooming Industry, 
is forthcoming by Rutgers University Press 
in August 2016. Barber’s work also appears 
in Gender & Society, Journal of 
Contemporary Ethnography, and Contexts. 
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Burke, Kelsy. 2016. Christians under Covers: Evangelicals and Sexual Pleasure 

on the Internet. Berkeley, CA: University of California Press. 

http://www.ucpress.edu/book.php?isbn=9780520286337 

 

 

Casanova, Erynn Masi. 2015. Buttoned Up: Clothing, Conformity, and 

White-Collar Masculinity. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press. 

http://www.cornellpress.cornell.edu/book/?GCOI=80140100091120 

 

Choi, Susanne Yuk-Ping., and Yinni Peng. 2016. Masculine Compromise: 

Migration, Family and Gender in China. Berkeley, CA: University of 

California Press. http://www.ucpress.edu/book.php?isbn=9780520288287 

 

 

 

Ferguson, Susan J. 2016. Race, Gender, Sexuality, and Social Class:  

Dimensions of Inequality and Identity. Thousand Oaks, CA:  SAGE 

Publications. https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/race-gender-sexuality-

and-social-class/book241511 

 

 

Mauldin, Laura. 2016. Made to Hear: Cochlear Implants and Raising Deaf 

Children. Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press. 

https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/made-to-hear 

 

 

Milner, Adrienne and Jomills Henry Braddock II. 2016. Sex Segregation in 

Sport: Why Separate is Not Equal.  Santa Barbara, CA: Praeger. 

http://www.abc-clio.com/ABC-CLIOCorporate/product.aspx?pc=A4773C 

 

 

 

 

 

New Books by Section Members 
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https://www.upress.umn.edu/book-division/books/made-to-hear
http://www.abc-clio.com/ABC-CLIOCorporate/product.aspx?pc=A4773C
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Essay by Daniel Bartholomay 
Reprinted with permission from the Gender & Society Blog 
 

Last weekend, my partner and I (both cisgender gay 
men) took a friend of ours to a drag show at a local 
restaurant. After a fierce closing act featuring a Tina 
Turner impersonator, my partner, my friend, and I 
got into a heated discussion about the complicated 
relationship between gender, sex, and sexuality. 

The debate started when I made a comment that 
I found one of the queens sexually attractive while 
she was in drag. My confessed drag queen crush 
threw my partner into a tizzy. Given our shared gay 
identity, my partner became defensive and 
questioned how I, as a gay man, could be attracted to 
an individual that was impersonating a woman. “So 
what, you’re bi now?” he half-jokingly asked. 

This was an interesting response. My partner 
called into question my sexual identity based on a 
comment I made about an individual’s physical 
attractiveness. But is sexual identity defined by 
attraction to gender or by attraction to biological 
sex? 

For both my partner and my friend, the answer 
to this question was a resounding “BOTH!” 

The fact that both gender and genitalia are 
seemingly important in defining sexuality is 
interesting, given that our initial sexual attractions 
are predominantly based solely on gender 
presentations. Influential research in the sociology 
of gender describes how our gender presentations 
allow the public to make assumptions about our 
genitalia. In other words, if I convincingly dress like 
a man, talk like a man, and walk like a man, people 
who see me and interact with me will assume that I 
have a penis. 

For most people (my partner and my friend, 
included) this assumption is a pretty big deal since 
both gender and genitalia are expected to “match up” 
in order for sexual attraction to be legitimized. 
However, people rarely (I presume, rarely) actually 
see a person’s genitalia – and therefore definitively 
know a person’s sex – before developing feelings of 
sexual attraction to the individual. So, while we 
make assumptions about genitalia that are 
important to how we personally define our sexual 
identities, our sexual attractions are really based on 
the gender presentations we see. 

This line of reasoning gets messy when we apply 
it to my drag queen crush. Although the queen 
looked like a woman while she was performing, my 
partner and I knew that the performer was a man, 
and that he presumably had a penis. Since the 
gender presentation and the presumed sex of the 
drag queen did not match up, my attraction to 
him/her was illegitimate in my partner’s mind. This 
can best be explained by the inextricable connection 
our society emphasizes between gender and 
sexuality. 

While my drag queen crush is hardly a serious 
issue, the potential problem my story represents is a 
real issue for many members of the transgender 
community whose gender presentations and 
genitalia do not always “match.” Kristen Schilt and 
Laurel Westbrook found that transmen were socially 
accepted by their coworkers for the most part, except 
when the transmen entered into potential sexual 
interactions. For example, if a transman was seen 
talking to a woman he just met, his coworkers were 
likely to express that the transman was “tricking” the 
woman into homosexuality. These comments were 
made largely because the coworkers assumed that 
the transmen did not have penises, and were 
therefore not “really” men, despite their masculine 
gender presentations. 

Schilt and Westbrook’s analysis continues to 
show that the consequences of not having the 
“appropriate genitalia” in sexual spaces can be 
deadly. The authors found that 95 percent of 
transgender murders reported in the media from 
1990 to 2005 have been at the hands of cisgender 
men, many of whom allegedly felt sexually “tricked” 
or “misled” by transwomen. 

While my partner did not get violent towards the 
drag queen when I confessed my crush, he did get 
upset. Similar to the individuals discussed in the 
study above, my partner’s negative reaction also 
suggests a sense of trickery or illegitimacy associated 
with individuals whose gender presentation does not 
necessarily coincide with their genitalia. 

So where do we go from here? We are entering 
an era where the transgender community and the 
challenges they face regarding their gender and 
sexual identities are gaining awareness and in need 
of attention. I see a potential solution in the 
recommendations of queer theory, a framework that 
challenges the rigid boundaries our society ascribes 
to the categories of gender, sex, and sexuality. 
However, living in a world where man does not 
always equal penis and woman does not always 
equal vagina would seem illogical to most. Much 
research is needed to explore the ways in which 
blurring the boundaries of these categories can most 
effectively occur without 
resulting in societal chaos. 

Until then, I guess I’ll keep 
my drag queen crush to myself. 
 
Daniel Bartholomay is a 
Ph.D. student and lecturer in 
the sociology department at 
the University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee.

My Boyfriend’s Beef with my Drag Queen Crush 

 

https://gendersociety.wordpress.com/
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o Better, Alison. 2016. “The Political is Personal: Public Sociology and Social Change through 

Community Engagement.” Pp. 53-69 in Civic Engagement Pedagogy in the Community College: 
Theory and Practice, edited by Emily Schnee, Alison Better, and Martha Clark Cummings. 
Switzerland: Springer International Publishing. 

 
o Better, Alison and Brandy L. Simula. 2015. “How and for Whom Does 

Gender Matter? Rethinking the Concept of Sexual Orientation.” 
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o Casanova, Erynn Masi. 2016. “Gender, Body, and Medicine in Urban 

Ecuador: Ethnographic Explorations of Women's Embodiment.” 
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o Connell, Catherine. 2015. “Pride & Prejudice & Professionalism.” 
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Motherhood.” Sociology Compass 10(1): 3–11. 

 
o Mahler, Sarah, Mayurakshi Chaudhuri, and Vrushali Patil.  2015. 

“Scaling Intersectionality: Advancing Feminist Analysis of 
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o Mears, Ashley and Catherine Connell. 2015. “Paradoxical Value in Deviant Cases: Toward a Gendered 

Theory of Display Work.” Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 41(2): 333-359. 
 

o Mishel, Emma. 2016. “Discrimination against Queer Women in the U.S. Workforce: A Resume Audit 
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o Patil, Vrushali and Bandana Purkayastha.  2015. “Sexual Violence, Race and Media (In)Visibility: 
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o Patil, Vrushali.  In process. “Sex, Gender and Sexuality in Colonial Modernity: Towards a Sociology of 
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o Rao, Aliya Hamid. 2015. “Gender and Cultivating the Moral Self in Islam: Muslim Converts in an 

American Mosque.” Sociology of Religion 76(4): 413-435. 
 

o Schmitz, Rachel M. 2016. “Constructing Men as Fathers: A Content Analysis of Formulations of 
Fatherhood in Parenting Magazines.” The Journal of Men’s Studies 24(1): 3-23. 

 

o Youyenn, Teo. 2016. “Not Everyone has ‘Maids’: Class Differentials in the Elusive Quest for Work-Life 
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10.1080/0966369X.2015.1136810 

Congratulations! 

Angie Harris, Associate 
Professor of Sociology: Tenure 
and promotion in the 
Department of Social and 
Cultural Sciences as well as 
named Director of the Center 
for Gender and Sexualities 
Studies in the College of Arts 
and Sciences at Marquette 
University. 
 

Want to share your 
accomplishments with the 
section? Send an email to 

Newsletter Editor 
Alicia Smith-Tran at 

acs150@case.edu. 

New Articles by Section Members 
 

New Articles by Section Members 
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Each issue we highlight a few of our graduate student members and their work. This 
issue, we feature Rachel Schmitz, Emma Mishel, and Michael Patrick Vaughn. 
 
Rachel Schmitz, University of Nebraska-Lincoln 

 
Schmitz describes her 
dissertation, titled "On 
the Street and On 
Campus: A Comparison 
of Life Course 
Trajectories among 
Homeless and College 
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual 

and Transgender Young Adults": 
This study examines gender and sexuality among the 
underrepresented groups of lesbian, gay, bisexual 
and transgender (LGBT) homeless young adults and 
LGBT college students using a life course theoretical 
framework. Though both of these groups are at 
greater risk for health and social issues, no study to 
date has examined these two groups in tandem even 
though their social contexts create disparate access 
to resources and opportunities. My dissertation fills 
this notable gap by exploring how LGBT young 
adults’ social environments influence their 
experiences when they share certain characteristics, 
such as age and identity. For this study, I conducted 
46 in-depth, face-to-face interviews with LGBT 
young adults between 19-26. Using a life course 
perspective, I examine how LGBT young people with 
distinctive backgrounds navigate their identities, 
social contexts and family and peer networks. 
Findings reveal the importance of young people’s 
social relationships in that the support they receive 
is closely tied to their self-acceptance of their own 
identities, with LGBT young people being more 
guarded in their family relationships and choosing to 
disclose among friends with greater ease. Further, 
LGBT young adults are strategic in choosing to come 
out in various social contexts, such as homeless 
young people concealing their sexual identities in 
particular street contexts to avoid potential physical 
and sexual victimization and to mitigate prejudice 
and discrimination from service agencies, 
particularly those that are Christian-based. 
Similarly, some college students, such as 
transgender students, struggle to assert an authentic 
identity in the classroom and the workplace when 

managing prejudice and discrimination. Many LGBT 
college students largely find that the college campus 
is welcoming, supportive and conducive to their 
identity development at the same time that they are 
critical of the broader gay rights movement being 
exclusionary to particular identities, such as bisexual 
and transgender. 

 

Emma Mishel, New York University 
 
Emma Mishel is originally from 
the west coast and obtained her 
Bachelor of Arts in Literary 
Journalism from University of 
California, Irvine in 2008, 
graduating with cum 
laude honors. After working at 
several different non-profit 
advocacy organizations in 
California, she received her 

Masters of Arts in Applied Quantitative Research 
from NYU in 2014, graduating summa cum 
laude. She began her PhD in Sociology at NYU in 
2015. Emma's research interests include sex and 
gender, sexualities, inequality, and quantitative 
methods. Her paper "Discrimination against Queer 
Women in the U.S. Workforce: A Résumé Audit 
Study," which she presented at ASA's annual 
meeting in 2015 at the Organizations, Occupations 
and Work Paper Session, was recently published in 
ASA's new journal Socius: Sociological Research for 
a Dynamic World. Her study is the first to initiate 
experimental research on hiring discrimination 
against queer women in the United States compared 
with straight women of equal qualifications. Emma's 
general research interests are focused around the 
nature and consequences of discrimination against 
LGBT individuals. 
 

Michael Patrick Vaughn, Emory University 
 
I am currently working on a 
quantitative analysis of 
condom negotiation in the sex 
work industry in South Africa. 
My goal with the present 
study is to complicate the 
notion of sex as a behavioral 
outcome, a common 
operationalization, by 
drawing on ethnographic data 
and an archive of qualitative 

Graduate Student Spotlight 
 

Want to be included in next 
issue’s Graduate Student 

Spotlight? 
 Email Newsletter Editor  

Alicia Smith-Tran at 
acs150@case.edu 
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interviews. I intend to focus on the social cognitions 
implicit within sex, specifically those which define 
the sex work transaction for the client purchasing 
sex, what I call the erotic fantasy of the purchase. 
Sex work functions as a useful platform for this 
theoretical expansion because it is a bounded 
interaction in which, compared to unpaid sex, 
expectations and services offered are often more 
explicit. Condom negotiation was chosen to draw on 
this power differential and connects to the 
theoretical argument of client-sex worker power 
imbalance impacting who can define the social 
situation, or what the client is “really” buying. 
Condoms serve a dual role in the sexual interactions, 
both acting as a safer sex practice and, according to 
previous literature, altering the meaning of the social 
situation. This would have implications for sex work 
transactions, which have been found to be an 
exchange of economic resources for a social situation 
with a desired sexual behavioral outcome. In my 
work, I seek to use condom negotiation to 
complicate the study of the sex work transaction by 

taking an interpersonal economic transaction with 
health implications and including an addition layer, 
the erotic fantasy of the transaction, that socially 
constructed image of how the transaction ought to 
go, which must be agreed upon to ensure a 
completed transaction and satisfied client.  

This project, utilizing data drawn from South 
African clients, will remain rooted in its cultural 
context, given that I am a U.S. American working 
from within my own cultural perspective. To do so, I 
will conceptualize variables based on data and 
studies conducted within the sub-Saharan African 
context and will consciously focus my literature 
review on the South African context specifically and 
the continental African context more broadly. This 
will also test our theorizing of sex and sex work more 
broadly simply by utilizing a non-US American 
context and population. The seed for this project was 
developed during my time working as an intern at 
the Sex Worker’s Education and Advocacy Taskforce 
in Cape Town, South Africa.  

 
 

 

 
Conditionally Accepted, A New Insider Higher Ed Column 

ConditionallyAccepted.com is now a biweekly career advice column at Inside Higher Ed, 
focusing on inequality, discrimination, and harassment in and related to 
academia: https://www.insidehighered.com/users/conditionally-accepted.  We invite guest 
blog posts (750-1,250 words) that offer narratives about the experiences of scholars who are, at 
best, “conditionally accepted” in academia, as well as advice, resources, and information to 
enhance marginalized scholars’ professional development.  Voices from scholars of various 
backgrounds, disciplines, and career paths are encouraged to contribute. 
  
Submissions should be emailed to conditionally.accepted@insidehighered.com.  Please briefly 
describe how your proposed post fits into the blog’s focus.  You can see more information about 
our suggested guidelines for contributions at http://conditionallyaccepted.com/contribute/. 
 
 
 
 

Call for Submissions 
 

 
DON’T FORGET TO FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK!  
https://www.facebook.com/ASASexandGenderSection 

 

 

https://www.insidehighered.com/users/conditionally-accepted
mailto:conditionally.accepted@insidehighered.com
http://conditionallyaccepted.com/contribute/
https://www.facebook.com/ASASexandGenderSection
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